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INSIDE 

THIS 

ISSUE 
  PG. 1 

How do you display your Certificate 

of Disinfection? Are your cleaning 

efforts important to your staff and 

customers? 

  PG. 2 

Local restoration project makes a 

big impact for League City couple. 

  PG. 3 

New location in League City. 

Flooring Showroom coming soon… 

 

  DISINFECTION DIRECTION  

Thank you to our customers for displaying their Certificates of Disinfection 

proudly. We partner with businesses who need to show their staff and 

customers proof of their cleaning and disinfection efforts. As part of our 

disinfection program, we provide a certificate for the front door and options 

for inside of the facility at tables or POS.  

As the CDC provides more direction on how to clean and disinfect 

workplaces, we use their guidance to work with customers. We also partner 

with customers to follow their sustainability guidelines by using Benefect, an 

environmentally friendly product. For more on Benefect and its safety, go to 

benefect.com (look for Decon30).  

  

“their disinfecting 

application is 

thorough and 

professional - 

reaching areas my 

staff can’t get to.” 
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  RESTORATION IN HISTORIC 

DISTRICT OF LEAGUE CITY 

We remodeled a lovely home tucked into the oak 

tree lined historic district of League City, Texas. 

The home was owned by a couple who had 

damage caused by a vehicle crashing into it. The 

most extensive damage was done closest to the 

kitchen.  

After talking extensively with the owners, we 

learned that they felt the home was largely 

outdated. Considering the new damage and the 

age of the home, they felt a full remodel would be 

needed. 

 

 

 

 

We began our work on scoping out the project and 

creating milestones for the owners to review along 

the way. The original layout needed to be broken 

up and, specifically, the kitchen was very compact. 

The layout was not ideal and provided little 

countertop space to work. 

With some brainstorming and taking down a partial 

wall, we were able to transform the kitchen to a 

beautifully updated area. It now has ample 

countertop working space both for cooking and 

entertaining. The rebuild even allowed for 

incorporating a peninsula for storage and 

additional seating. 

 

  

Restoration Magic 
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“I trust them to get it 

done right the first 

time.” 

  CONFIDENT CLEAN  

We are excited to announce that we've grown into a 

new location in League City, TX and will be adding 

flooring showrooms to both the Colorado and Texas 

locations. We continue to serve locations in LA, CO, 

AR, MS, WY, NM, AZ and all of Texas with more 

expansion coming soon. Our services include both 

residential and commercial with specialties in disaster 

restoration, disinfecting and cleaning. Once the 

flooring showroom is completed, we’ll open it up to the 

public with a Grand Opening event. You’ll be thrilled 

with the selection from top names such as Bruce, 

Mohawk, Prestige by bpi and AxisCor.  

While we service hundreds of restaurants across the 

country, we are more than a Confident Clean partner. 

We offer full turnkey restoration services from 

mitigation to damage repair including remodel. Think 

of us for your restoration and cleaning needs. Follow 

us on FaceBook, Twitter and get more info on our 

webpage, www.erc-services.com. 

 
 


